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Everything the same terrible color.

Gather in her breasts like sails. Like nets and draw deep. The hand pumps between. A link to turning inside out.

All the displaced lust in the world would not pacify this quest. The fist in the center of your chest is turning. Everything behind it is wet and begging. Your ears pop in the tunnel. Fragrances of sound emerge dully. Postulate, postulate, gratiating consciousness. Around the first the scar tissue thickens. You were born with that wound. It’s getting deeper.
They make all the usual gestures but you can’t reciprocate. Your
gills flap feebly in the eaves. This mouth, that mouth humming a
stillborn melody. Bees fall from your lips.
After you, your ex-lovers seem to fall into more promising arrangements. Ba-dum, they find the perfect one they thought you were, with your salmon twisting. Each time, you smile on the phone, murmur, *Of course*, or *Guaranteed*. Sometimes you meet them for coffee uptown, receive cooing emails of their children. You run into your friends on the street. Your ex begs goodbye, her husband is waiting. Your friends appreciate her ass, ask, *Were you two ever together?* You say, *No, not really.*

In the white house there is a terrace on top of the garage. The shutters are red, baleful eyes. You tell time by the muezzin. At the end of the journey there’s some kind of danger. You cover your hair and walk to the beach. Old women grip the ends of their safsaris in their teeth. After two greasy pastries, you watch the boys tear their shirts off and race into the Mediterranean. As if in a thousand broken thermometers. Pretty brown boys and mercury. They will not die from it. *The same reassurances.* *This may just pinch a little bit.* You going to feel some stinging. *Now this might burn for a second.* *This might hurt but it won’t kill you.* Dogs and pine trees. Pebble after pebble.
A leatherback confused by streetlights, you hover in the shadows. The golden thread that pulled from your diaphragm ends in frayed tangles. Blue devils swirl in a dream. In your chest the burning begins. The compass points west. The sun sets in the north.

If only your hands did not tremble so, here, if only you could keep the skin from sloughing off your chest in sheets, release the blade that cuts your palm, and walk into the day.

You are a sense of humor. You are a complete delusion. Oh yes, I taught before, you tell the eighth graders. I used to teach in college before I taught you. They laugh. They always knew you were a fool and here's the proof. Miss that's crazy, we're bad, they say, frowning. No, you insist, this is more fun, more energy, more life. I like teaching you.

You don't say, This is more like dying when you know it, this is more like fighting as you die, die, die.
You graph the words only after she has spoken. Open the door and they come tumbling out. Voice, voice, you are calling, without realizing with it is. Are you her puppet, or a channel? When she is silent, a dead volcano, you too, sleep. Numb up. The anesthesia of her absence. Just a call – *I'm prattling* – rattles your bones awake.

You’re crying on the phone to anyone who will listen. My heart is a blister, you croak. They all hang up. Dial tones greet your frozen ears. Wandering the elevated platforms of the outer boroughs, old women clutching Christmas packages watch your with remorse. Or so you perceive. The sky has the same deep blank as the dial tone.

You heard some news and knelt. You heard some news and laughed. You heard some news and your skin cracked. You heard some news and your chest crashed. You heard some news and bit blood. She says, *No, no, no* and *no*. Says, *Yet, yet, yet* and *yet*. In another frequency, opposite notes demand a scale.
Could the Jerome Street reservoir hold the slate sky any closer than desire? A pigeon the color of dried blood struts and dips. Black squirrels with ochre bellies inquire about nothing. She builds with someone else in a home between here and there. Your belly churns with chocolate flavored nicotine. A girl shouts at the steam covered glass in a deli, The food is breathing! I’m getting outta here. What has gnawed at bones flagellates, whisps.

A fine quill. A computer screen. A blinking cursor winks its eye. The beckoning is pink between your teeth. The moan of a street sweeper. Pigeons growl atop dead air conditioner. Sound permutates. The same sigh of your mouth on flesh.

You toss your words again and again into the fountain, where they glimmer like coins. The year bears the stretch marks of how you woke from arms that held you safe and sleeping. Your eyes no longer close. The stars have claimed you. In the room, love sleeps where you’ve left it to follow crumbs that vultures covet. You wander the mangrove spinning, alone amongst the roots where cutlasses left red gashes. Tree crabs scuttle beneath your groping fingers. Boas curl bones in the forks of branches.